The UC Image Service

Centrally-distributed digital images
Classroom presentation software
Robust tools & content to support teaching, study, & research
For UC faculty, GSIs, TAs, researchers, students, and staff

Classroom Presentation Software

Luna Insight: www.lunaimaging.com
Create groups of images
Sequence images for presentations
Export for use offline
Export presentations to PowerPoint or Keynote
Integrate presentations into Blackboard and Web
Add notes and links to images

Content in the UC Image Service

326,000+ high resolution, zoom-able images
LUCI, MOAC, Saskia, AMICA, SPIRO, +
Illustrates the arts, history, architecture, design,
literature, city planning, anthropology, landscape
architecture, archaeology, geography, gender,
ethnic, and area studies.
Future content in the sciences,
music, film studies as available.